Project Books

#7014

#7132

#7138

A Host of Angels, Volume 1
6 beautifully rendered full size angel patterns from 18” to 21” tall.
Angels of Hope, Prosperity, Love, Inspiration, Tranquility and Angel
Jennifer.

#7132

Maidens, Myths And Mermaids
For centuries people have used mythology to explain great events of
human experience. Here are 40 patterns illustrating the legends of love,
adventure and conquest. These include the folklore of the mermaid,
chivalrous knights, dancing maidens, the Enchanted Forest, and more.
Each design is shown in color with 2 full size pull-out patterns

#7134

Share Crosses
A simple way to share both stained glass and your feelings with others.
Make 2 of these simple crosses and give both of them to a loved one or
friend. They in turn can continue the sharing, by keeping one and giving
the other to a friend. 26 color patterns with enlarging recommendations.

#7138

Japanese Designs
71 patterns to be enlarged, drawn from authentic sources such as Kimonos
and Ukuyoe print makers. Elaborate designs of Geishas, Pagodas,
Samurai, Koi, florals and landscapes.

#7341

Angels Butterflies Crosses
24 full size patterns printed in portfolio format with removable pages.
From large 19” tall Angel & Cross patterns to sweet 6” butterflies, many
including glass jewel highlights.

#7587

Building With Bevels 2
text36 additional pages of candle holders, vanity trays and table top
displays built simply and beautifully with standard bevels. Includes ideas
for clear, colored and glue chipped bevels..

#7617

Angel Companions
23 elaborate Angel patterns for all seasons - Spring, Summer, Winter and
Autumn, as well as Serenity, Blessing, Compassion and more. Patterns
are up to 10” tall or may be enlarged to any size.

#7731

Create A Blessing
Mix and match patterns to make simple adornments for large and small
church windows. Select a background and match it with a medallion that
conveys your message.

#7832

The Magic of Snowflakes

#7134

#7341

#7617

#7014

#7587

#7731

#7832

Create your own beautiful snowflakes using small diamond bevels, or cut
diamond shapes, and clear glass nuggets. 17 different full size patterns from
3” to 19” diameter for brilliant and unique snowflakes. (See our website for
bevel package #SNOWSET to make at least six snowflakes.)

#7833

#7871

#7844

#7958

#7833

Garden Lights w/CD
20 patterns for unique solar powered lanterns and other garden accents,
including a glass top table, birdbath and a storage jar lantern. Detailed
instructions plus solar powered LED basics. Pattern CD also included.

#7844

The Magic of Snowflakes II
17 more great snowflake patterns using clear bevels, jewels, nuggets and cut
glass pieces, some elaborate ones using as many as 42 bevel pieces. Now you
can create your own beautiful snowflakes using small diamond bevels, or cut
diamond shapes, and clear glass nuggets. (See our website for bevel package
#SNOWSET4 which makes at least six snowflakes.)

#7871

40 Great Stained Glass Projects
textGiant 200 page full color pattern book of 40 projects including candle
holders, mirrors, boxes, picture frames, angels, plant sticks and more.
Pull-out full size patterns enclosed for the beginning hobbyist.

#7958

Nostalgic Stained Glass
A ‘best’ of compilation of 15 patterns from the original out-of-print
‘Nostalgic’ series of boxes, candle holders and picture frames.
Mix & Match Six (6) Books for Quantity Discount!

